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[00:00] 

I: Researching your life to date and has a few questions about how you got started in this crazy 
music business and what led you to where you are now 

John: Did you happen to go on my website? 

G: Mhm that was the first place I looked. 

John: Ok. She’s gonna do well. 

I: Alright so you guys just get going. 

John: Can you tell me if visually this bothers you. 

I: No you're fine, you’re fine, it’s pretty- lemme back this up a little bit, I wanna get that pretty 
necklace in there...okay. 

[01:00] 

G: Well first off I wanna thank you so much for taking time out to be with us here today and 
share with us your story we really appreciate it. And starting off could you state for us your full 
name, place of birth, and where you currently reside? 

John: My full name? 

G: Yes Ma'am. 

John: Oh (Laughs) Mable John, with a middle initial of A. And I dislike the name so much. 
That's why I use just use Mable John. I was born in Bastrop, Louisiana. My birthdate is 11/3/30 
and I was three months old when my parents left there and moved to Arkansas. My father and 
mother is Mertis and Lillie John, both deceased at this time.  

[02:00] 

We lived in Arkansas until I was twelve years old and then we moved to Detroit, Michigan and I 
stayed there until I was grown, or until I thought I was. 

G: And where do you currently reside? 



John: In Los Angeles, California. 

G: Ok. And you lived in Louisiana, in Arkansas, and at some point moved to Detroit. Can you 
tell us what the transformation was like moving from the south to Detroit? 

John: Well moving from Louisiana to Arkansas I was very young because I was only three moths 
old when we moved there. And being raised in Arkansas until I was 12. 

I: Mable where in Arkansas did you live? 

[03:00] 

John: Cullendale, Arkansas, 

I: And where in Arkansas? 

John: Three miles out of Camden and a little bit further from Pinebluff. 33 miles the other way to 
El Dorado, Arkansas. The transition from Arkansas to Detroit was not a hard one for us. And it 
had to do with our family structure. My father and mother kept close reign on us to be sure that 
we had a full balanced life. We knew that segregation existed, we knew that there were things 
that ordinarily if you were black or African American that you could not do.  

[04:00] 

But they surrounded us with all people. And that took some doing on their part. But because of 
their personalities and the way they dealt with people, they taught us to deal with people as 
people and we could never exhibit segregation. We had to treat them as people and with respect 
and one of my father’s main things was if you continue to respect yourself and treat others with 
respect, you will be respected by all people. He did not say that everybody would love you, but 
they would respect you. And that was one of the things that he stressed so forcefully with us, was 
that self-respect and the respect to others.  

[05:00] 

And we had children that came over to play with us that were not all black children. My mother 
and father made friends with people of all races and they became people that would frequently 
come to our home. My mother had a garden and she raised everything that you could think of 
that we eat. And she had us to be very active. She demanded that we were active in what was 
going on in the community that was good and she taught us how to share what we had with other 
people. So when my mother would go into her garden and she had grown tomatoes, she offered 
them to neighbors and other people that we knew that was around.  

[06:00] 



consequently it started to cross because when the other neighbors and people that was around us 
had things they automatically said "Let's see if Ms. John wants some of this" So we had all kinds 
of friends at all times all through the south and there was never an incident or catastrophe that 
was stimulated by disrespect or even danger. Now my mother was a very unique women in this 
way. If there was something that was going on across the street from our house and it was 
something that she thought we should not be involved in or not even have to know about at an 
early age. If we were on our porch she would bring us into the house  

[07:00] 

and she would say "You have plenty of time to learn about that, you don't need to have to think 
about that now." And that's the way she did us. And there were a lot of things going on around us. 
We knew it was going on. But she would always say "This is not important enough for you to 
waste your time and energy on right now. I wanna take you in another direction. You gonna have 
to face this one day, but you don't need to face it today."  

G: What type of direction did she want you guys to go in? 

John: Well she wanted us to always honor God and respect people. And respect ourselves. Know 
our strong points and our weaknesses. So that we would have the ability, or learn the ability, to 
change whatever we thought was not gonna be the thing that we wanted  

[08:00] 

attached to our persona all of our life. She would say things like "You have to make it a habit of 
being on time. Whatever habits you develop now as a child, they will follow you throughout 
your life. Make it a habit to give the respect to older people because one day you’re gonna be old. 
And the same way you treat people today, one day people will treat you that same way." And 
those are the kind of values she instilled in us. She taught us to pray. To think before we speak. If 
you just speak without thinking, you'll have a lot of chances to say I'm sorry, but if you think first, 
there's fewer and fewer times  

[09:00] 

you will have to apologize because you've thought it through. And ironically, we didn't know it 
then but we found out later as we grew, that it really works.  

G: Very good teaching better than most. So moving into Detroit right at the tip of your teen years, 
growing up, who were some of your musical influences then? 

John: Most of our musical influences as children were gospel singers because we only listened to 
gospel music and the only other music that we listened to was country music. Like the Grand Ole 
Opry and the radio stations that were in Nashville that you could get all over the United States 



regardless to how you travelled, and my mother played guitar just for fun and with us. And my 
father played guitar. And they both sang and they sang to us.  

[10:00] 

And there was never a time in our home when the radio was not on. And it was always on a good 
music station. We did not listen to the blues. But I wanna tell you my mother always loved the 
blues. From a little girl she loved the blues, but her mother didn’t allow her to sing the blues, and 
they call them reals. They didn't even call them blues at that time. And her mother would tell her 
"Good people, good girls, don't sing reals." But my mother said it was something about a song 
that was a real or the blues that fascinated her. So my mother never really sang the blues. The 
day she married my father she sang a blues song for the first time in her life  

[11:00] 

without thinking she was gonna be reprimanded for it because she's now married to my father. 
And years pass, years, and my mother heard BB King sing that same song and when she heard 
the record of BB King which was a 78 at that time. Have you ever seen a 78? 

G: No Ma'am. 

John: It’s a big one. It's only one song on that side. And its the size almost of what you’d 
recognize as an album. Well the way that the blues got into our house, my mother always wanted 
the blues in the house, and she was never able to bring it into her house as a child. We didn't 
even have, and you might not remember—know this name, a phonograph,  

[12:00] 

where you put the record in there and you turn the side and you put the lever down on it that has 
a little needle in it and it would play it. We didn't have one of those. But my mother heard BB 
King sing and the song was Darling You Know I Love You and I Want You For Myself. And 
she had my father to go and buy that record. That brought the blues into our home legally! 
Because we couldn't bring it in without my mother and father's ok. And we were able then to 
listen to it on the radio. We didn't only then listen to gospel music and country music which at 
that time they were calling  

[13:00] 

hillbilly music but my father loved it and with country music you know they do a lot of gospel 
and there are great stories in country music in the lyrics and I think that that's what turned him on 
to it. And my mother and her sister always composed poems and they had such great stories in 
them and they told what they were feeling at the time and when she would sit us down as little 
children to read to us and to read a poem to us she encouraged us to write poems. Later on we 



found that we could sing the poem, and its a song! So we got started the children of us, see I'm 
the oldest of ten children,  

[14:00] 

and it was Willy and I that decided. I think I stared writings songs ahead of him, I'm the first 
person in the family that actually wrote the songs because I could hear a melody in my head. 
And then if I would stop and just get a pen and a pad I could write the words without even 
singing what I'm hearing in my head. And I learned that its not a song if its just lyrics. Its a poem. 
Its not a song until its words and music. Or lyrics and music. It must have a melody to it. And my 
head was always filled with melodies. And I know it came from my mother and my father 
because there were never a time  

[15:00] 

as long as my father lived if our radio was not playing he was whistling a song or he was singing 
a melody in our home. There was never a time if he was not talking, he was whistling or singing. 
So I don't even remember a life without music. And we learned to embrace all music. All classes 
of music. I thought at one time that I would only be able to sing gospel. And blues, because it 
was something about it that I loved because it was retelling a story. But it was my mother’s 
training with us that made me the storyteller that everybody said that I am.  

[16:00] 

Now I didn't recognize it as being that, I was just talking about whatever I knew and whatever I 
felt, and people would say "That's a great story." Well because of the kind of upbringing that I 
had we never called anyone a liar. If they were not telling the truth we said "You're telling a 
story!" So at first I kind of resented that statement. "That's a great story!" I said "Well, this is not 
a story its the truth!" And they said "It's a true story!" So they made me learn how to shift gears 
and it was alright to say I'm a storyteller because it no longer meant to me that I'm a liar. Because 
my father always said that he was this way as God is. God hates liars. He won't allow a liar to 
tarry in his sight  

[17:00] 

or to stop in his sight. So whatever you do, tell the truth. So I had a mixture of cultural beliefs 
and had to in Detroit learn that there was a whole different way of life and thinking. So the 
family, because of my mother and father, organized a singing group. And guess who the singing 
group was? It was the John Children. My mother taught us the songs and she would sit with her 
guitar and she would just kind of strum along and play a melody of some gospel song, because 
we only sang gospel at that time, and it was the first five children of us. Myself and Mertis, the 
brother under me that wrote Need Your Love So Bad  

[18:00] 



that Willy recorded and I recorded here at Stax, and there was Haywood John, Mildred John, and 
Willy, and I made the fifth person. And I was the lead singer, and of course Willy being the fifth 
child he was just kinda into that Detroit mode and he was very flighty and very small that’s why 
they named him Little Willy. And he would always do something to get the attention, even 
though we were singing gospel. Up until that time we hadn't seen gospel music come into its 
own. But we learned the songs that the Dixie Hummingbirds,  

[19:00] 

the Soul Stirrers, the Mighty Clouds of Joy, the Blind Boys of Alabama, and everybody was 
young at that time because we were still children. And we would learn those songs and my 
mother would help us. My father would be in another room and he would know if we sang a 
wrong note or a harmony was off, he would even come into the next room, he would say "You 
all need to start that over again, that doesn't sound quite right." So we'd have to start all over 
again. And when people ask me now about the strictness of Ray Charles and they ask me "How 
did you cope with that?" I say "Oh I grew up with that!"  

G: You came from a pool of talent. Do you think that exposure to gospel early on influenced 
some of your later activities? 

[20:00] 

John: Oh it influenced my whole life. Because remember now my mother told me whatever you 
learn as a child and whatever you develop as your own personality as a child will follow you 
through your entire life. So for years and probably now, everything that I sing and do have an 
aura or flavor of gospel to it. Even if I'm singing the blues because that's where it began. And 
that's the thing that made Ray so famous and popular with his music and so unique because he 
dared to go in and get that gospel and put it in there. And that's the thing that makes it so soulful. 
You know, music is a melody but its also, its also, the sentiment of a man's soul.  

[21:00] 

And when you can bring it out of you you're bringing out who you are. And we learned to enjoy, 
we could not criticize an artist, regardless to their art form. See music takes on a lot of different 
forms and its an art. And we're called artists. And we use that art form according to the way we 
perceive it and hear it. You can't sing a melody until you hear a melody. And when you are 
hearing it you first have to hear it from the inside and then you are able to bring it out. So gospel 
music is the influence without people knowing it that everybody use, regardless to if its country 
music, or if they call it hillbilly music,  

[22:00] 

or if you call it the blues, or if you call it rock n’ roll. Because I am sure if people had seen a lot 
of our performances you would have declared you were in church. I even took tambourines to 



Ray Charles and I had all of the Raylettes beating tambourines cause I beat the tambourine in my 
church, and I wanted the girls to beat the tambourine especially on What I Say. Because it was 
fast and it had a beat and everybody could just jump up and shout, you know. And its supposed 
to bring you joy, music is supposed to bring you joy. It gets rid of the sadness that's hidden on 
the inside. But in the end, it develops joy. And you haven't really had good music  

[23:00] 

until you can turn your tears, your mourning, into joy. When you can learn to take what you're 
hearing and it wipes away the tears, it dries the sorrow. So that was a myth with blues, and that 
was the reason that my family and my mother's family and my father's family say "You can't sing 
the blues, because its all low down and dirty. And its about cutting and shooting and killing folks 
and doing all these things." And so they put, not my parents, but people put that stigma on the 
blues. And what the writer was doing when he wrote about my baby left me and I'm all alone, 
that was the sadness that was on top of that cup. And until you can empty the cup you can't get to 
the bottom  

[24:00] 

where all of the essence is. At the bottom of that he's gonna find or she's gonna find someone 
that brings them joy. So you have to spill what's on top first. And when you get to the bottom 
you're getting to the real essence. So in music, music brings out the essence in the singer or the 
creator of it. And it finds and touches the essence in you. And that's why you'll go out and buy, 
you'll buy it because it reminds you something that you once knew, and it shows you how to 
enjoy it now. It's no longer a sad song. You sing it now and you laugh about what happened. You 
hear it now and you say, you know, I had something in my life that happened just that way. And 
people will tell us now "Your song is what helped  

[25:00] 

to get me through this." There will be a song that will earmark, that is earmarked for everything 
that works in people's lives. And we did that in church, and we did it on stage, and we'd do it 
with our friends, and we sing to our babies and we do the nursery rhymes and all of that is 
earmarked to find the joy. Music is never really to bring sadness. It wasn't even given to us by 
God, its a gift that God gave us but it was to bring joy. 

G: You've mentioned Ray Charles and being a Raylette, how did you actually transition from 
Motown into being one of the Raylettes? 

John: Ah, well, before I got to Ray Charles I came to Stax.  

[26:00] 



I felt that the music of Motown, the Motown sound that was now being established, because you 
remember this, wherever you start anything, that's not where you're gonna end up. Motown 
started as a soul company, a blues. Because that's what our culture was accustomed to. And 
everybody there were bluesy. And having the difficulty Barry Gordy, having the difficulty, of 
getting the music played and getting the artist established and getting his company established. 
See, we were doing three or four things at one time that none of us knew anything about. He 
didn't know what he was doing, we didn't know what we were doing as artists, and the world 
didn't know what  

[27:00] 

we were doing and was not ready for us. So we were doing what we knew and in doing that, 
when you have a vision, every step of that vision takes you to where you were really on your 
way to and you didn't even know it. All you knew was you wanted to be good. Now the avenue 
that you gonna have to take are many and you have no idea what they are and sometimes I'm 
glad that we don't because we would stop before we get there. He brought in other youngsters 
that were writers to develop them. He was a writer. And he wrote all of my first songs there. And 
he played piano for me, and he coached me, and the Miracles. They were not the Miracles at this 
time, they were just a family group of cousins and what have you 

[28:00] 

that were getting together as children and they wanted to sing. So he managed us.  

I: Dr. John, step back just a little bit and tell us how you got from your home and what you were 
doing and singing in church to Motown. How did that happen- what's kinda chronologically? 

John: Chronologically what happened, my brother Willy obviously got into show business first. 
And I didn't really have any desire for show business, I was just gonna support my brother. And I 
met a man named Matt Bursey that lived in Detroit. And I started dating him, and I was coaching 
choirs, I had 7 choirs in the state of Michigan. One in Pontiac, one in Flint, Michigan, and three 
in Detroit,  

[29:00] 

and one in Ecorse, Michigan and I was a state minister of music of the state of Michigan. And I 
would go from church to church coaching and setting up choirs. And when I met this man Matt 
Bursey he said to me, and I was doing it free, you know, hey its a church I just- I loved what I 
was doing and even though people got paid for music, this is what I do, you know, and I love this, 
so it was fine. So I met this guy and started dating him and he loaned me his car to go to different 
churches for rehearsals. And then he said to me, “are you making any money on this?” I said 
“No!” He said “you should be getting paid.” I said, “Oh I couldn't ask the church for any money.” 



He said “I have someone I want you to meet, and you should be singing something and doing 
something  

[30:00] 

that's gonna turn into some revenue for you.” And that was very different. That was one of the 
hardest transitions of my entire life. To switch over to thinking of it as a job, and as a monetary 
avenue. So he introduced me to this little man that was a songwriter that had never had anything 
recorded, and his name was Barry Gordy Jr. and he said “you need to talk to him, he'll teach you 
some songs that you can sing and make some money.” And of course Barry Gordy said “I don't 
know, she sounds too churchy and I want her to sing the blues."  

[31:00] 

And I said "Well I've never sang the blues, I've only sang church songs." He said "Well its not 
too different." So he started to taking me to his home and playing piano and having me sing 
different songs. And I went down to Washington, sang, and Dakota Staton, and Della Reese, and 
all of those women, and he would take me to a club called The Flame Show Bar so I could watch 
these women on stage because what they had to do was transition me from the church to the 
stage. And I would have to give him, I'd have to critique the women, and then tell him what I 
thought about each one and at the end the last person that I critiqued  

[32:00] 

was Dakota Staton. And he said, now tell me about all of them, I had seen about five women, 
Ella Fitzgerald, and I would pick out the points in each women that I liked, and I would tell him 
what I liked about each one, what I liked about that music, but when Dakota Staton came to that 
Flame Show Bar, I sat there and she got my attention because I liked her presence. The way she 
walked on stage, she was on stage with George Shearing, and George Shearing was the first 
blind musician that I had ever seen and met. Even before Ray Charles. And he would introduce 
her and bring her on, after all, he was a jazz pianist. He would bring her on with his trio.  

[33:00] 

He would introduce her and she'd walk on stage, and she had such presence, such class, 
complexion about like yours, maybe five pounds heavier than you at that time. And the way she 
would move her hands and the way she would smile and the way she would step back from the 
mic and bow, and thank the people, and then she would thank George and the trio for playing for 
her, have the audience participate. That really got my attention. And I said, "I saw something in 
her that my mother was trying in my younger days as a child to instill into me." But I had never 
visually seen it. You know your mother's telling you this and everybody's said oh, you know 

[34:00] 



my mother, my mother wants me to do this and you don't really see that vision. You heard it but 
you didn't see it. When I looked at Dakota Staton I saw in her what my mother was telling me. 
Then after I related that to Barry Gordy he said there's a woman that's coming, remember now 
this is the beginning of my career. We were working on shows that Barry Gordy put together at 
different theatres over the city with his artists, just showcasing his artists, he didn't have a record 
company, there was no Motown, we had never thought of it, he never really wanted a record 
company. He thought that he was going into the business just as the songwriter and to manage 
artists. So he wanted to produce us and put us with compliments. And he said 

[35:00] 

"There's a women coming to town. You need to meet her. What I want to do, I want to put you 
with the house band and bandleader of the Flame Show Bar and I want him to coach you and get 
you ready to open the show for this woman. And she's gonna be at the Flame and she'll be there 
for a week, and if she's lucky they'll hold her over for two weeks and I want you there. You need 
to be on the stage with the women that you have seen, so that you can learn how now to become 
the sum total of all these women. Because you told me something that you like about all of 
them." And then he had me to tell him what I didn't like, what I would change, if it was my job to 
do it. I did all of that then. At that time, no one had ever played for me  

[36:00] 

but Barry Gordy. I could do anything if Barry Gordy was at the piano because he knew me and I 
knew him, I was comfortable and he had everything just right. So I thought that he was going to 
play for me at the Flame Show Bar. He had no intention of doing that. But he couldn't tell me 
and he knew that he couldn't. He knew that Maurice King, that he had had coaching me for the 
show was conducting the band, and I had to, if you're gonna do it, at some point today is the day. 
And he said "It's Billie Holiday," well I didn't know her, I'd never met her, I knew who she was 
but I didn't know her as an artist. He said you're gonna open and she's gonna follow you.  

[37:00] 

And it was alright because I knew Barry would be there and he had my back. Well he didn't have 
my back, he had my back, but not in the way I was expecting. When it was time for me to go on, 
Barry wasn't there. And the MC was a man named Ziggy Johnson. He danced, he even danced 
some with the Step Brothers, a dancing group that was way before your time, but they were 
fantastic. And Ziggy Johnson danced and he was an MC and he was very flashy and he was at 
the Flame all the time. So he kept sayin’ to me "You're on next" and I kept saying to him "Is 
Barry here?" He said “No, he's not here.” 

[38:00] 



Well I can't go on until Barry's here. He said well we can't hold the show for him, and Maurice 
knows your music. I said but I can't go on unless Barry is here. Barry plays for me for every 
performance. He said you don't understand Mable John, he won't be here for the first show. He's 
coming for the last show. And I said I don't know if I can go on without him, I've never done that. 
He said well, this is a good time to find out. I had to get dressed and Billie Holiday came out of 
her dressing room and she just stood in the doorway of the dressing room so she could watch me, 
listen to me, and then grab me when I got off. I had met her 

[39:00] 

in or at rehearsal getting ready cause, now Barry played for the rehearsal, and it was just I'm glad 
to meet you and your music is wonderful and I'm so glad, you know I hope that I meet with your 
approval because you're such a great woman. And she would just kind of smile, she never really 
said too much of anything. Everything's alright. But they all knew what Barry was planning. So I 
went on. And while I was on stage singing, Barry I could see him, walking through the door. 
And he just stood there. And when I was through singing he came to his table and sat down. I 
don't know if I was angry, just glad to see him, or if I was hurt  

[40:00] 

or disappointed, or if I was wondering if I did alright but all of these emotions I had at one time. 
And I said well, if I have to do this, I just have to do it. I have to do it. I knew at that time I was 
not a pro, but I had been told that the public was not to know that. They're supposed to think 
you've been here all the time, and my focus for us, I have to pull this off. But I'll get Barry when 
we get in the dressing room. I'm just gonna give him a piece of my mind. I didn't get a chance to 
do that that night. They all saw to it. We had two shows to do. He still didn't play for the second 
show, I just said to him I'm so glad you're here between intermission and the last show. And he 
said well I'm not playing tonight, Maurice is playing, 

[41:00] 

and then he said to me, and I won't be playing for you anymore other than on sessions. He said, 
“If you're gonna be a star,” He says, “I've started you at the top.” 

U: We'll pause it right here. 

[indecipherable chatter & music] 

John: Am I taking too long? 

I: No, this is good. We’re on. 

[42:00] 



John: After the night and the consequence of one week working with Billie Holiday I was 
convinced because she convinced to me that I could make it in this industry. She invited me to 
come to her hotel, every day that I worked with her so we could talk. Most of the times she was 
doing the talking and she would ask me questions but she ended all of the information that she 
gave to me, and she gave me much, that I still live by now, she said "Honey, you can make it in 
this business if you remember 

[43:00] 

basically two things: when to know you have given enough, said enough, done enough and then 
you have to have guts enough to say I'm finished, I quit, I won't go any further. And you cannot 
be controlled by anything on either side of you. You have to know that, make that decision. No 
one will ever tell you when you've done enough. If they're enjoying what you're doing they'll let 
you do it until you can't." She said "I didn't learn that, but I wanna give you that." And that's 
what she gave me. After that time Barry Gordy started his own company at the recommendation 
of Smoky and I. He said to us  

[44:00] 

"We can't place your I can’t place your house masters I just don't know what I'm gonna do." And 
we said to him in New York at a BMI dinner "Why don't you start your own company and we 
will stay with you" I said "I'll stay with you forever." He said "Don't ever promise that." See he 
was putting a cap on what Billie Holiday had already said to me in another way. You lookin’ for 
something and maybe I can give it to you and maybe I can't. We will always be friends, we will 
always be family. But if you know where it is, that's a part of your dream, and I can't give it to 
you, you need to follow that dream. It has nothing to do with friendship, it has nothing to do with 
who your family is,  

[45:00] 

it's your dream so don't make that promise. Well wasn't that kind of the same thing as "I've done 
enough, I quit." When I saw Motown going in a direction that I didn't believe at that time that I 
could fit into, I didn't think I could sing pop. I thought I could only sing gospel and blues. I asked 
him for a release, I said "I need to find a company that wants my kind of music." And he said yes, 
it was ok, and gave me a release. And a man that was a Disc Jockey in Chicago by the name of 
Lucky Cordell was also a friend of Al Bell's, whom I had met when I was first at Motown,  

[46:00] 

he told me he's got a company called Stax Records and that's a company where you can come 
into your own. And that deal was worked between Al Bell and Lucky Cordell. And that's what 
brought me to Stax Records. And this is the place where I had the chance to really develop my 
artistry. I could write songs and no one would reject them. I could go on and sing the songs I 



could work with different writers, Ms. Deanie Parker and I have several songs that we've written 
together. She has the B side of the biggest thing I've done here. She has a song that she wrote 
called "It's Catching" and it's on the B Side of "You're Good Thing is About to Come to an End"  

[47:00] 

and on my "Stay out of the Kitchen" CD, there’s at least four songs that she and I shared together 
on that CD that we wrote together. Some that I wrote single from her, and she wrote single from 
me. And to me that was a great way to come to Motown first, come to Stax records, to get more 
development and more training and more activity of my self because you have to find yourself in 
anything that you're gonna do for a livelihood or someone will always have you jumping here 
and jumping there and doing this and you will never know who you are. And I found myself at 
Stax.  

[48:00] 

G: And you obviously still have really close connections and relationships to the people who you 
worked with here at Stax. 

John: Here at Stax and the unique part about my career, I'm still friends with everybody I met 
that’s still alive from the beginning. Because Barry Gordy said we will always be family. We 
will always be friends. So my endeavor was to keep them friends. And I have till this day.  

[Break until 1:02:20] 

G: All right. Dr. John we've been talking about your musical career, your upbringing, how you 
got involved in Motown and then Stax. Tell us, how did you end up working with Mr. Ray 
Charles? 

John: He recruited me in a strange like manner. He called me one day, and it was right after the 
death of one of my brothers, the late Willy John. And he said that he would like to have me find 
someone that could come and take over the job of the director for the Raylettes. And also their 
lead singer for the group.  

[1:03:00] 

And he asked if I could find him someone. I said I don't know, I don't really know anyone that I 
think could measure to what you want and what you would need. And I said you know if I find 
someone I will call you and let you know, and he just kept calling me. And I thought he was still 
asking me to find someone for him. And finally he told another promoter that had booked myself, 
my brother, and him on tours doing one nighters, doing one city one night another city the next 
night. And that had gone on for years so I knew him well. So he told this promoter that he was 
trying to get me to come and work for him and take over the job of the director of the Raylettes 
and he said and she just won't budge. 



[1:04:00] 

 So the guy called me and he said Ray Charles said he's trying to get you to come and take over 
the leadership of the Raylettes and he said you won't give him an answer. I said he never asked 
me. And he said well he say he did. And I said I don't' remember him ever asking me. He asked 
me if I would find someone for him. And this young man who was a show promoter said to me, 
he said, Mable I wanna tell you something. You've played everywhere you can play in the world 
but you have not played the kind of places, and been to the places, that Ray Charles go and play. 
And you need to do that. He said it will be an experience of a lifetime. You would learn a lot. 
And he can showcase you in a way that you have never been showcased before. And then he said 
a real funny thing that Ray and I laughed about until he passed. Whenever I was trying to really 
tease him  

[1:05:00] 

real hard about something I said yes, George Grogan told me that you were cheap. So he said 
“well why did he say I was cheap?” I said I don't know, but he did tell me this: “whatever you 
are negotiating for, whatever you negotiate for, whatever he agrees upon, you will never, might 
not ever get a dime more, but you would never get a penny less.” And I said to this friend, I said 
well I could work with him as long as he does what he say, I can do that. I'm not too keen on 
having a group that I'm responsible for. So he called Ray Charles and told him that he had talked 
to me and what I had said. Ray didn't tell me that he already knew that George Grogan had told 
me that he was cheap. When he called me the next day,  

[1:06:00] 

or whenever it was, it might have been two or three days after he said "Did you find anyone for 
me?" I said "No, I haven't found anyone for you. I said actually, you have a very unique sound 
everybody loves your sound, I'm just leery about recommending someone, if they don't work out, 
you gonna say its my fault!" He said "Why would I say that?" I say "Because I'm the one that 
recommended them." So he simply said to me "And you don't want the job?" I said "Well you 
never asked me." He said "I been asking you all the time." And said well I didn't understand that 
question. I said "I thought you had me looking for someone for you." So he was going to send 
his airplane to pick me up. I was in Detroit. He was in New York at the Apollo Theater. And he 
said "I'll send my plane to pick you up  

[1:07:00] 

and we can talk while I'm in New York since you're in Detroit." I said "No I don't fly private 
planes." And he said "Why?" I said because pilots don't always do what they should do and I 
might end up losing my life because of someone else's negligence. So he said something real 
crazy, he said well you better not take a bath then, because you could slip, if your luck is that bad 
you could slip in a bathtub and kill yourself. So I said slip in a bathtub what does that have to do 



with an airplane? He said I have the best pilots they have to have the best training, and said we 
go by the rules. We don't do anything that's not according to the rules. I said that's all right I'll 
just take a commercial flight. And I'll come. And we'll talk. So we finally after two or three 
months we talked about when I was coming 

[1:08:00] 

to Los Angeles and what I wanted and what I didn't want, and he agreed to everything that I said 
and I agreed to go by the rules because he said I have a set of rules everybody have to sign the 
rules. And he said they're not hard just plain common sense. You have to be on time, you have to 
do your job, and you can't, you know, just real simple stuff to me. I said well that's fine but what 
about girls getting angry and fighting in the dressing room and people getting drunk and losing 
respect for each other? He said what about it? I said I don't wanna be with women that act like 
that. And I said I think if a woman smoke, and she's a professional woman, she should sit 
somewhere with an ashtray  

[1:09:00] 

and smoke and dump her ashes. And not just walk the street smoking and blowing smoke all 
over everybody. So when I got through telling him all of these things, that I didn't like that 
women do, he said well I'll tell you what you do, you just sit down and write down all of these 
things that you think women should not do, I'll take a look at it, now he's blind, I'll take a look at 
it, and if its ok we'll just put it into our rules, and when every girl signs it that's the rule. And if 
she doesn't abide by it she just get a fine. I said ok. So all of those things went into our rules for 
how the ladies were to carry themselves. And he okayed every one.  

I: Do you think that made it easier for you to adjust from being a solo artist into a group? Or was 
that always easy. 

John: Oh that was another thing.  

[1:10:00] 

Now that was just handlin' the girls. I loved his voice and his singing, I loved the way he sang 
songs. And I really was interested in learning how he did what he does. And that was not hard 
for me. Because of his manner of teaching. He would take the girls separate from the band and 
he would rehearse us. Go to the piano, play a song down, and sing it. He would sing it. And then 
he would sing every girls part. And play it on the piano. And he would hit a note 'bing bing bing' 
that's your note! Just like if he was a school teacher teaching music. And he said you have to 
hear it in your head first.  

[1:11:00] 



If you hear it in your head it will come out of your mouth. And he would do each of us that way. 
Now each one of you sing your note, just remember what I played, and he'd play everybody's 
note again. And then we would all sing it at the same time. And sometimes he'd say well its 
almost there, not quite, and we would keep working on it. And then whenever we would get it 
exactly right, he'd say “That's it! That's what it was and it'll never change!” But he wouldn't be 
angry. And he would teach us that way. And then when we would go in to sing with the band, he 
would just kick the band off, start the song, and he expected us to go and sing it with him the 
same way we did in a private rehearsal. And he always did that, except if he was on stage and he 
had a brainstorm, and he just- or maybe he forgot, we used to say he forgot  

[1:12:00] 

what he was gonna do, so now he's just making up stuff as he go along, and he'd just start 
playing on the piano. And maybe say "Ohhh Loord, Ohhh Loord" maybe nothing, it wouldn't 
even be lyrics, it would just be whatever he was thinking, and sometimes I would just start 
talking back to him, and saying "Sing it brother!" or just anything cause we learned to play 
together on stage. And he would start singing something and we would just know, because we 
had studied him close enough to know when it was time for us to come in and repeat behind him. 
And a lot of the things that we recorded, we worked them out by accident on the stage because 
he would just start playing stuff and we would just come up with something and I'd have the 
tambourine and I'd start beating the tambourine and finally he would start singing something and 
we would answer 

[1:13:00] 

him back and then he would just carry it like it was no tomorrow. Tomorrow night we would do 
the same thing. Some place else and then all of a sudden he would say you know I need some 
words to that. And it would sometime become some of the things that we recorded. To me he 
was an easy man to work for. He always made us feel that we were working with him and not for 
him. He would take whatever amount of time it took to show you what he wanted. He would sing 
it, your note in your key, in your voice, for you. And he had such a good ear you were just 
praying that you could remember like he remembered. The band could be playing, everybody 
could be singing, he could be playing piano, and if there was a wrong note in the middle of 
whatever he's doing, he would say "Wroong! Wrong!"  

[1:14:00] 

and then he would start hitting your note on the piano, on the keyboard—the keys. And because 
he had played our note to us, not just sang it to us, we knew it was our note. And we got to the 
place we got it so good we would start rehearsing and we’d start singing something and a girl 
would say to another you're on my note. No one ever got angry about it, heh, it was really fun 
working with him. Our rehearsals though, they were not thirty minute rehearsals. They were not 
one hour rehearsals. In most cases they were not five hour rehearsals. We have rehearsed twelve 



hours. We would take a break, listen to the band play the music, while we would go off to 
ourselves  

[1:15:00] 

and keep going over what he had showed us and we had the reputation of being his best set of 
Raylettes we did the television with him, we recorded with him, and he produced an album on us. 
I would take the girls into different foreign countries on our three months of vacation time, off 
time. And we would work three or four weeks of that three months by ourselves. And we got a 
big kick out of doing that. So it was not hard, it was very educational and his work ethics were 
impeccable because he seemed to never get tired. We had one girl that would always say I need 
to stop and have lunch, I need to eat. And somebody else would say and I'm kinda tired. He said 
tired? How can you be tired and you're so young?  

[1:16:00] 

He said I never get tired. But he wasn't making a mockery out of it. It surprised him that you 
could be tired of doing music. So what it did, it built our endurance, it developed our ear, and it 
helped us to know how to listen and we could listen to anything and shut everything else out, 
because that's the way his ear was. But we learned that just travelling and working with him, 
because he spent time with the Raylettes. He wanted us to be good, and he would say to me, you 
all are the singenist group that I've ever had but you are the laziest group. My son Joel said to 
him one day “how did you come to that determination, the other girls they were rehearsing all the 
time  

[1:17:00] 

and they couldn't even sing like these.” And Joel said “maybe that's why, if they couldn't sing as 
well as these they needed to rehearse.” Of course we never say that to him, but Joel would say it 
because a lot of times he was writing songs for us. It was an experience that I would not have 
ever wanted to miss. If you didn't have self discipline, he was one of the best persons I know in 
the world to teach you discipline. The discipline of yourself, the discipline of your art, the 
discipline of whatever your goal is. It didn't matter to him if you were studying to be a 
psychiatrist. If this is what you gonna be, you discipline yourself. Don't spend time doing 
something that you don't intend to be your craft. And that was his secret.  

[1:18:00] 

He spent time with music. Music was his life. And if you stuck with him long enough it would 
become yours too. It was work when it was work and it was fun when it was fun. And really I 
enjoyed every minute of it. The only thing I ever did not enjoy in show business total across the 
board was packing and unpacking. The only thing, and I still today, I HATE packing. And we 
were always packing and going somewhere. So we developed an art. We knew we were going to 



land the plane, he owned his own plane, he was gonna land that plane we were gonna get off and 
get on a bus, go directly, if we had time, to the hotel, and then to the venue. 

[1:19:00] 

And we were gonna get back on the plane and go to another city or state. So we learn how to 
sleep fast and eat fast, and don't unpack all of your things. Take out what you need and when you 
finish them put them back where you got them from. And that's how I developed a little more 
ease with packing and unpacking. Cause once I unpack I don't wanna re-pack. So till today I 
never go into a hotel and unpack my suitcase. And put it in the drawers of the room. No, you 
leave things too easily that way. If I'm wearing -- if I'm gonna be here three days -- and I have an 
appointment for each day, I will take out for those three days because my next worse thing is 
ironing.  

[1:20:00] 

So I would always hang them up, I learned to fold them so they wouldn't wrinkle when we 
traveled. Hang them up, turn the shower on, close the door, and let the steam go in there and it 
would steam them out. And then we'd just hang them someplace else and they would kinda air 
dry, and very little ironing. But everything else about the road, none of it bothered me.  

I: So you finally got used to those private planes? 

John: I got used to his. But you know one of the things that helped me get used to flying on a 
private plane? He was exactly as he said: he was very demanding to his pilots. If we had to work, 
they had to be sleeping. He wanted them fully rested with everything, the plane serviced, and 
everything  

[1:21:00] 

taken care of. He did not accept excuses. Because if you allow yourself the right amount of time, 
you don't have to have an excuse. And I started to study to be a pilot and I have a third class 
pilots license. And I did that, I really studied it, and I really learned to enjoy flying. I studied 
flying so I could understand planes. Because I was on a plane more than I was in a house! And I 
really wanted to know what makes the plane fly. So I studied flying. And after I learned about 
planes I have no fear of flying now. If I find that someone is not as attentive about taking care of 
things, I won't fly with them, cause obviously I don't wanna die.  

[1:22:00] 

But I was very comfortable on his plane.  

I: You had time to study flying while singing simultaneously, you had a lot of other projects 
going along with it. And today it seems that many of our young artists are just now realizing the 



importance of getting involved in business just besides singing. Can you tell us about some of 
the projects that you'd had? 

John: I started a publishing company so I could train my children how to protect their work and 
the first thing I started with is don't show your material to anyone until we have a copyright on it. 
I set up publishing companies, I started teaching publishing classes to children. I set up 
songwriter's workshops, I started teaching all the children. Anyone who wanted to write   

[1:23:00] 

and everybody's so excited when they write something until they're showing it to everyone. And 
I taught them the importance of holding onto it, getting it copywritten before they show it to 
anyone so that they would be protected. So to date I administer 20 publishing companies. Of the 
twenty, two are my own, and two belonged to a son that passed away in 1998 of which I still 
administer and now own. And then one other son has a publishing company I administer that one. 
But all of the others are different artists in the business that write and produce but they don't have 
the know how to publish and set up their own publishing company so I do it for them.  

[1:24:00] 

So I enjoy that very very much. And then at the end of getting on to the 8 or 9 years on the road 
with Ray, I had this call to go home. We were standing on stage in Birmingham, Alabama and I 
heard this voice as we were singing What I Say, getting ready to come home for Christmas it was 
in December. I heard this voice telling me to go home, it was something else I needed to do. So I 
said this to the girls that were standing on each side of me and of course they laughed ant me and 
said "Oh, She's losing her mind, she doesn't know we’re all going home tonight!" So one girl 
said "Well if you going home I'm going home." I said "Oh no I didn't hear the voice telling me to 
take anyone."  

[1:25:00] 

And I came home and I started studying the Ministry. I actually went into that study because I 
thought that I was to be a counselor only. So I studied counseling and I was certified as a 
counselor. When I finish the counseling part of it I became so I guess intrigued for the lack of a 
better word in knowing that there was so many people was in need that needed so much help and 
it seems like nobody cared. So I stared just helping people with their own lives that was just a 
mess. And treating them in a way so they would not wanna give up on life but that they would 
wanna get back into the workforce 

[1:26:00] 

or back into society and do their dream cause everybody have a dream of some kind. And then I 
decided I better study the Ministry properly so that whatever I'm telling people will be the truth. 
So I went into the school of ministry and I studied and graduated and after that I decided well 



you know, when you're talking to people unless you can dignify and certify what you're telling 
them they just take you as a whim. So I studied for my doctorate so I could have all of the 
certifications that I needed to do what I set out to do evidently because I couldn't get away from 
it. I was trying to just do little portions of this  

[1:27:00] 

and little portions of that and I was becoming more and more involved with more and more 
people that were needing more and more things and they wanted me to help them do it. So I said 
well you know I might as well do this properly. So now I tell every young person that I meet, if 
you're gonna do something, learn everything you can about it. Don't take on a task without 
educating yourself to the task. Ask questions, read, study, research, and then try it out and see if 
it works. And whatever you tell people, be sure that there's a reference point because they need 
to know where to find it. They need to know that what you said is the truth. And that's about the 
story of what I do. I have an outreach ministry in California where we feed and clothe  

[1:28:00] 

and nourish the homeless and the hungry and people that are in need and seniors can't see for 
themselves and do for themselves we assist them and I get great joy out of that.  

I: Now, Sanctified Blues, your new book that was released last month that was co-written with 
David Ritz it's the story of a talented singer who becomes an evangelist after a few pivotal events 
- 

John: A few... 

I: And encounters with another special character. But I wanted to ask, is the main character 
Mercy, last name Mercy, is she at all a reflection of you and your history as a singer to your 
ministry now? 

John: We are showing her in this manner  

[1:29:00] 

because so many people have asked me down through the years, "How do you do this? How do 
you know that someone is working something against you and you still treat them nicely or a 
certain way? And the idea for doing the novel was not my idea it was David's idea because he 
said I was a good storyteller and that I had had a lot of experiences and he liked the way I deal 
with people about problems so he wanted the book to depict Albertina Mercy as a person that is a 
problem solver. That listens because the first thing I learned in counseling and how to counsel 
was to first listen. If I'm going to advise you, I need to know what's going on with you. So that 
means I have to be quiet and listen.  

[1:30:00] 



And then advise you. Or make recommendations to you. So he wanted it to portray a woman that 
was a spiritual detective. That whatever is going on wrong there's a root to it. And to find the 
root and you will solve the mystery. So that's what its really based on. And I had a lot of 
encounters with a lot of people. Have you read the book yet? Did you start it last night? 

I: I just got the book last night, but I started a piece of it. 

John: Well, you will find and that book is no different from all of our lives. We all encounter on 
our way to finish our dream many many people many things many circumstances. If we think 
before we speak  

[1:31:00] 

and analyze the situation first take a look at ourself and our motives: why do I need to know this? 
Why is this important? What will the outcome be? What if its not to my liking? Because 
sometimes we're asking questions and we don't get the answer we're looking for. So you have to 
prepare yourself. In this way, everyone has an opinion and its theirs. But the most important 
thing of all is that I have one in vision for myself. Because your vision of me might not be the 
same vision I have for me. And when you can do it that way you can not criticize people so 
much about their opinion. You can know that its theirs and they have a right to it. And all you 
can do is be a walking example of whatever it is you're telling them. So it helps, it helps all of us.  

[1:32:00] 

I: What hope or direction do you have for you're writing? I've heard you saying that you've 
started on another book. What direction do you wanna take? 

John: Well, I wanted things... Oh well I guess I can say that now. The next book ironically is 
called, is named after one of my CDs here at Stax. It's called Stay out of the Kitchen. And when 
you just think of stay out of the kitchen you might just think of a child: Get out of the kitchen! Or 
someone: Get out of my kitchen! But the direction that we started with that book is we addressed 
obesity. And how we neglect and destroy our bodies with the things we put in it. And I'm 
praying that it's done tastefully  

[1:33:00] 

because we are addressing it in a very sensitive way. But to show people by example what can 
happen if you don't watch your body, if you don't eat right, if you don't exercise. And to teach 
people about stress and what stress does to you. Now we did carry the characters, from the first 
book into this second book. We allowed one character to die very early in the first book and we 
dealt with how people deal with grief. And we dealt with how people deal with did she go to 
heaven or did she go to hell? And we can turn people off with that. So we addressed that I think 
very very well. I had a lady at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 



[1:34:00] 

Call me, she'd been sent the book to review it, and she called me one day and I said "Oh, I'm so 
glad to talk to you, I'm so glad you called! How is everybody in Cleveland?"  And she said "Oh 
everybody's wonderful!" And we're talking about Cleveland I'm thinking. And she said to me, it's 
too bad we lost Cindy isn't it. And I said "Cindy who?" She said "Cindy in your book." I said 
"Oh I was thinking you were talking about one of the girls that worked there at the museum." We 
weren't talking about my book, we were talking about the Rock n’ Roll Hall of Fame and I said 
"Did that strike a nerve?" She said "Yes I went through something like that." And I said "Ok." 
She said "She was so nice and for her to die so young."  

[1:35:00] 

And then since she had finished the book I told her what—how that story came about and what 
had happened in my life and some of the things that was said to me when death came at an early 
age to a family member of mine, and how people would make all of these decisions for you: You 
must be mad at God, you must be angry, you must be this. I said, no I'm none of that. So what 
I'm really hoping that as people read the book they will find themselves or their family or 
whomever they're dealing with they will find someone, some character in there will depict a 
character that they're dealing with and it will teach you how to better deal with people  

[1:36:00] 

that's been offensive and complimentary because we have both kind in the book. 

I: Seems like both Sanctified Blues and Stay Out of the Kitchen will be books that the 
community really needs. 

John: The community really need it. Mothers need it, that prepare and take care of and feed their 
children. Teenagers need it so they won't eat so much junk food while they're in high school, and 
adults need it that's going into college, so that you will learn to buy the right things and prepare 
the right food for yourself and to stay away from stress because stress will cause any kind of 
disease that happens in the body. 

I: Wrapping up, obviously you've had an amazing life long career with many accomplishments. 
Would you leave us with what you feel were some of the most important  

[1:37:00] 

lessons you learned from your career from different influences you've had, what were some of 
the things that stick out? Lessons? 

John: That's a little bit difficult because I try and make it my business to learn from every 
situation, and I think I'm a good analyst and I will analyze everything that I see and what I hear 
to see my benefit in it. And that was something that was taught to me by Billie Holiday. The 



thing that stands out to me are the people that have been responsible for my maturity. Aside from 
my mother and father, has been Barry Gordy, Billie Holiday, Al Bell, and Ray Charles. Each of 
them taught me a different lesson about life.  

[1:38:00] 

That's so important and have kept me on the straight and narrow along with my mother's 
teaching and my father's teaching. And if I had to do it over again I can't say that I would do it 
too differently. Because I'm pleased with what they gave me and I did the best that I could do 
with it. But each one of them planted a seed that will never die. Now I have to admit that Ray 
Charles was the finishing part. He was the icing on the cake because he prepared me for anything 
that I might want to do in the future and he prepared me for today, and how to place yesterday. 
And that's not always an easy lesson to learn. What to do about yesterday. What do you do about 
the mistakes you made in the past?  

[1:39:00] 

What do you do with them? You're the only one that wanna forget it, everybody else remembers. 
So he taught me what to do with yesterday. And he taught me how you handle today. If a task is 
once begun, never leave it until it's done. Be it little, great, or small, do it well or not at all.  

I: Thank you, thank you so much for sharing that and your story with us in general. 

John: Thank you. 

[Side Chatter] 

[END] 


